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If you want to increase your testing footprint without increasing resources, Kainos
Smart is a good way of doing it… Being a financial and benefits company, security 

is extremely important to us… [Smart is] extremely valuable for demonstrating that 
controls are not only in place, but intact… It’s delivered a lot of value for us.

Sara Phillips—Director, Global HRMS Delivery

Project Requirements Project Results
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decrease in time  
spent testing updates
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Relieve HR Services Group from testing 

Improve testing rigour

Protect their configuration as administrators grow

Reduce testing-related costs

13x
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For the first time we have the capacity to test not just our core functions and best-case 
scenarios, but also to test the exceptions, the edge cases, and negative testing.

Gagandeep Kaur—Manager of Global HRMS Solutions

HR regains hundreds of hours during Workday updates

Two months after onboarding with Smart, the Workday 31 update arrived. During the five-week preview, 

Smart reduced the time HR Services spent regression testing by 75%—allowing the team to focus on new 

functionality plus review and test the Workday UI changes that could affect the quality of their employees’ 

experience. “Right off the bat Smart met our objective to remove HR staff from regression testing,” says Sara. 

“When we did our retrospective with the HR Services team, they were pleased by how dramatically it reduced 

their testing time. Their director decided to roll back the hours they dedicate to future releases and let my 

team carryout the automated testing.

“It also enabled us to uptake a few features during the release, which, isn’t something we’d been able to 

do, previously,” she continues. “Later, during Workday 32, we were also working on digital initiatives, plus 

making changes to our performance cycle and compensation. Because we have Smart test packs for those 

processes, we didn’t need to pause or slow those projects down to accommodate the update.”

Scaling operations while maintaining control  

With its system growing to support more business areas and their HR team needing to respond to regular 

legislative and program changes, Sun Life was keen to take greater advantage of Workday’s self-service 

model. According to Esther Farr, their Manager of Security and Reporting, Smart proved essential in 

balancing greater access with due diligence to prevent backlogs in delivery. 

The Impact of Kainos Smart  
Sun Life’s criteria for an automated testing solution were well defined. It had to:

• be a dedicated Workday solution that would extricate HR staff from regression testing duties;  

• allow the HRMS team to address the testing gaps that had developed with Workday growth; 

• safeguard their system in the face of increasing changes by staff; and  

• reduce testing costs.

“It had to be relatively quick and easy to use as well,” says Sun Life’s Director of Global HRMS Delivery  

Sara Phillips, “because we planned to delegate ownership to junior staff to reduce our testing costs— 

both the financial and opportunity costs.”

Since going live with Kainos Smart’s HCM and Security modules in May 2018, Sun Life has reduced their 

update testing time by 75%, transformed their confidence during updates and rollouts, and reduced their 

update-testing costs by $55,000.



“We’d committed to expanding security permissions for our analysts and specialists,” Esther explains. “In the 

past, if you wanted to implement some small functionality, you had to wait for a security person to be able 

to turn on that domain. We wanted to be able to get things done sooner and empower teams to make the 

changes that they felt were necessary. But to do that we needed additional controls, because the more people 

you have with permissions to make system changes, the higher the risk.

“Kainos Smart has really given us the confidence and peace of mind to scale our operations,” she continues. 

“Our security testing packs alert us if suddenly users can see or do anything they shouldn’t be able to. And our 

HCM regression packs protect our configuration against inadvertent changes to BPs. With Smart, we quickly 

know what the impacts of changes are.”

Sara also points out Smart’s advantages from a compliance and audit perspective. “We have a lot of 

legislation that we must comply with and rules that need to be audited to make sure that end-users’ access 

isn’t changing and that controls are stable week to week. And it’s a priority for us to do all we can to protect 

our employees’ data. The regular testing we’re now able to carry out, plus Smart’s record of all tests run, are 

extremely valuable for demonstrating our diligence in these areas—that controls are not only in place, but 

intact. Moving forward, we plan to leverage Smart’s synthetic data functionality to further strengthen our 

compliance and data protection efforts. It will help us create a data-safe space to do testing and a safe area 

for Workday training. That will fill a huge gap.

“If you want to increase your testing footprint without increasing resources, Kainos Smart is a good way of 

doing it. It’s delivered a lot of value for us.”

www.kainosworksmart.com

WANT TO KNOW HOW KAINOS SMART ALSO IMPROVED SUN LIFE’S WORKDAY 
DEPLOYMENTS, EXPANDED THEIR TESTING CAPABILITY BEYOND UPDATES,  
AND LEARN WHY THEY REJECTED OTHER TESTING SOLUTIONS?

www.kainosworksmart.com
https://www.kainosworksmart.com/whitepapers/sun-life-takes-control-workday-security-updates-expansion-test-automation-full-length-case-study
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